
Race and Eaolution, 1859-1900

859, the year Darwin published On the Origin of Speci,es, marks a conven-

ient tuming point for a history of scientific ideas about race. Darwin's work,
while it did not persuade all scientists of the role of natural selection as the

motor of evolution, did convince many that presentday life-forms had descended

gfadually over great stretches of time from a corrunon ancestry. Whether a Divine

Creator had been present from the beginning to start the process was an open
question. But the belief that life had been produced in such a natural way without
continuous divine intervention was widely held by 1870. Darwin's book helped

make evolution respectable, and though there were holdouts against i! they
became increasingly rare in the two decades after its publication.

1859 is thus convenient for marking this sea change in attitude. But in
some ways isolating that year as the important one obscures as much as it
reveals. It obscures the fact that Darwin was neither the first nor the only advo-

cate of evolution. His influence in making evolution respectable and popular

was matched, even exceeded, by that of Herbert Spencer. Spencer, a railroad
engineer turned philosopher, began writing essays on evolution, though an evo-

lution quite different from Darwin's, in the early 1850s. Moreover, On the Ori-
gi,n of Species focused on the evolution of animals and plants, and avoided

directly discussing human evolution. One line was all it dedicated to the geneal-

ogy of the human species: "Light will be thrown on the origin of man and his his-

tory" (Darwin 1964 [1859],488).
Fearing controversy, Darwin did not write publicly about human evolution

until he published Descent of Man in 1871. But by that time, Daxwin had been

preceded not only by Spencer, whose evolutionary theory principally concerned

human society, but also by the biologists Alfred Russel Wallace and Thomas

Henry Huxley, as well as by the anthropologists John Lubbock, Edward Tllor,
and John Mclennan. In the 1860s, the evolution of human culture and of man's

social behavior was a m4ior focus for all these authors. We speak of "Darwin's

theory" but we must be aware that he had predecessors, and that there were key
areas of overlap between the pre- and post-Darwinian eras.
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Chnrles Datwin, the British sci,entist whose theory oJ euolution created, immense con-
troaersg in the mid-nineteenth century (Li.brary of Congress)

Viewing the history of science in terms of continuity rather than in terms of
radical revolutionary breaks helps reveal another feature of this period.
Although evolutionary theories, particularly about human beings, circulated
before Darwin himself advocated them, a host of pre-Darwinian notions about
race continued to command broad assent even after Darwin published his work
on natural selection. Evolution, thanks to both Darwin and Spencer, became the
great organizing principle of the late nineteenth century applied across the
board in the sciences. Not onlyplants and animals, but human beings, the human
mind, and human society were all imagined to have had an evolutionary history.
But rather than overturning earlier scientific ideas about race, the new evolu-
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tionary framework accommodated and confirmed them, even those that seem at

first glance to be in conflict with it. All the resources of the new evolutionary sci-

ence were now brought to bear as organizing concepts, models, and metaphors

on the preevolutionary goal of explaining and justi$ring the inferiority of Asian,

African, and American Indian peoples. The hierarchy of the races now became

an evolutionary hierarchy. In this sense the transition between the pre- and post-

Darwinian eras was a seamless one indeed.

Darwin's Argument in On the Origin of Species

Charles Darwin was an unlikely revolutionary figure in the history of science.

Darwin was bom in 1809 into a socially prominent, wealthy family. His grandfa-

ther, Erasmus Darwin, was a naturalist of some repute, and his father Robert was

a respected physician. As a young English gentleman, Darwin was expected by

members of his social class to choose a profession that suited his class-he cer-

tainly could not be a merchant or a laborer as those occupations were unsuited

for "gentlemen." His choices were limited: he could be a physician, attomey, or

minister. Darwin was at best an average student at boarding school in Shrews-

bury. Nonetheless, in 1825 his father sent his young son to the best medical

school in the world, the University of Edinburgh in Scotland, expecting him to

follow his illustrious father into the healing arts'

Darwin hated medical school. His gentle disposition rebelled against the

blood, the dissections, and vivisections. He decided to leave medical school in

1827 and his professional options were nalTowed even further. A legal career

was out of the question, for he was shy and hated confrontations of any kind. The

ministry was the only remaining option, so his father sent him off to Christ's Col-

lege, Cambridge University to earn a theologl degree. The plan was for Darwin

to become a minister in a quiet country church somewhere, a respectable career

for an English gentleman.

Even though he completed the training necessary to be a minister, he never

became one, for Darwin had a secret vice: natural history. Since childhood he

had been an avid collector of beetles, birds'eggs, minerals, and other natural

specimens. His father considered the hobby a waste of time and berated the

young man for his foolishness. Darwin, however, persisted in his pursuits. Both

at Edinburgh and Cambridge, Darwin spent more time exploring nature with oth-

ers who shared his interests than he did in the classroom, which partially

explains why he was a mediocre student. The sciences were not part of the col-

lege curriculum in early-nineteenth-century England, so Darwin's interest in

nature could never be anything more than a hobby. Most early-nineteenth-cen-
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tury naturalists were amateurs, English gentlemen who pursued natural history
in their spare time between patient appointments or meetings with parishioners.

At Cambridge, Darwin met the clerg}rman and botanist John Stevens

Henslow and the clergrman and geologist Adam Sedgwick, who both shared his
passion forthe natural world. In 1831, Henslowpresented Darwin with an oppor-

tunity to join the crew of the HMS Beagle, which was embarking on a planned

two-year survey of South America. The ship's captain, Robert Fitzroy, sought a

respectable young gentleman to selve as a social companion for the long trip; the
strict rules of ship's discipline and the class expectations of English society pre-

vented the captain from socializing with any of his crew A gentleman, however,

could serve as a dirmer comparrion for the captain.

On his voyage, Darwin noted a number of things about the hatural world.
He had with him a copy of Charles Lyell's Pri,rrciples of Geology, which argued
for uniformitarian geolog5r, the view that the geological record was the product

of the accumulations of small changes over incredibly long periods of time. Dar-

win's geological observations on his voyage seemed to accord with Lyell's ideas

regarding uniformitarian geologl.

Darwin also noted that organisms seemed to vary sequentially in time and

space. In other words, he saw that in the fossilized remains of an animal, say

an armadillo, there was a succession of organic forms over time. As one moved

up the geologic strata, one could trace similar forms of armadillos that led to
the present day armadillo of South America. Just as these similar organic forms
appeared in the temporal fossil record, Darwin noted how similar organic
forms appeared in space. The famous Gal6pagos archipelago, where each
island had a different species of tortoise, all nonetheless very similar to one

another, presented a puzzle similar to that of the fossil record. Why was it that
there were similar, yet distinct, forms of these organisms? Darwin believed that
he could explain these temporal and geographic successions of organic form
by positing that a single species had been modified from the original type over
a long period of time. For Darwin the question became, how was this modifi-
cation accomplished? What was the mechanism that could change species in
this way?

The planned two-year voyage of the Beagle stretched to five and when he

returned, Darwin was a changed man. He had seen the world and established

himself as a very promising young naturalist. Even his father recognized that his

son could be a respectable gentleman and a practicing naturalist. A gift of money

from his father allowed Darwin to abandon the ministry and focus on natural his-

tory. Darwin settled down to the comfortable life of an English gentleman.

In 1838, Darwin read the work of economist Thomas Robert Malthus
(1766-1834). Malthus had suggested that there was a natural law that enabled
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society to progress. He argued that population growth would always outstrip nat-
ural resources and that consequently there would always be competition for
scarce resources in an economy. But, Malthus concluded, this seemingly dismal
situation was actually beneficial to the economy, as the best people would rise
to the challenge, gaining employrnent and wealth by virtue of their superior skills
and energy. Malthus was critical of governmental attempts to change the natural
social hierarchy, arguing that all such attempts must fail in the struggle for scarce
resources. "No fancied equalit5r," he wrote, "No agrarian regulations in their
utmost extent, could remove the pressure" of the struggle for scarce resources
"even for a single century" (Malthus 1298, 6). The natural law that dictated that
population would always outstrip resources was the mechanism that guaranteed
both a natural inequality of individuals and a natural drive toward social
progress. Malthus was therefore a proponent of the laissez-faire theory of gov-
ernment that held that the proper role of government was to stay out of the eco-
nomic affairs of the people altogether because the natural laws of society would
create the best situation for all with maximum efficiency.

Darwin seized on Malthus's argument as the mechanism for organic
change: just as people competed in an economy for scarce resources, so too
did organisms compete in the environment for scarce resources. By the end of
the 1830s, Darwin had formed his theory of "natural selection." Darwin's the-
ory of natural selection seems simple on its face and can be stated in a few sen-
tences. First, organisms vary within species with respect to their ability to
compete for resources. second, organisms compete for scarce resources.
Third, organisms with those variations that better enable them to survive and
reproduce do survive and out-reproduce organisms without those variations.
Therefore, species are mutable as beneficial variations increase in frequency
over generations.

Darwin lcrew he was on dangerous ground with his daring theory. For one
thing, the theory of natural selection was completely materialistic and naturalis-
tic; it outlined no role for God in the formation of organisms. second, Darwin's
theory was not progressive. For Darwin, organisms survived simply because
they were better suited to their surrounding environment. There was no notion
that organisms were progressing towarcl forms that were intrinsically better than
the previous ones. Finally, these two notions together had profound implications
for humans' underctanding of their place in nature. Did Darwin mean that peo-
ple were just another animal, not specifically created by God, not intrinsically
better than other organisms?

Darwin lcrew that these questions were important. He lanew that if he was
going to publicly announce his theory he needed a lot of evidence. consequently,
he spent twenty years collecting evidence supporting his theory of natural selec-
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tion. Darwin might have spent twenty more years if a young man, Alfred Russel

wallace, had not brought the same idea to the Royal society in 1858. Wallace,

equally neryous, had written to Darwin asking for advice, and they presented

their findings jointly to the Royal Society in 1858. In 1859, Darwin published On

th,e Origi,n of Speci'es, which announced his theory to the world'

Darwin and Wallace on Natural Selection
and Human Origins

TWo interrelated questions confronted those who took up Darwin's theory: first,

did natural selection apply to human beings, and second, if natural selection did

apply to humans, how did it explain racial differences?

A key component of the first question was the nature of human origins. If'

as Darwin argued in the concluding chapter of the Ori'gi,n, "all the organic beings

which have ever lived on this earth have descended from some one primordial

form, into which life was first breathed," (Darwin 1964 [1859], 484), did this mean

that humans evolved in the same way? Although he hesitated to say so publicly'

Darwin was convinced that natural selection explained the evolution of humans'

But it was not clear to him exactly how this process worked. Moreover, those

human attributes that were traditionally explained by reference to a human soul,

such as moral sense, speech, and intelligence, were not easily explained by a

purely materialist version of natural selection'

Though his early notebooks and drafts show him pondering these issues,

Darwin was not the first to take a public stand on them. In an 1864 paper Wal-

lace used the new theory to explain the development of humans' characteristic

mental traits as well as the origin of the human races. Wallace argued that human

intellectual and moral capacities had shielded human bodies from the environ-

mental pressures that would otherwise be operative in producing structural

change. so, for example, if the environment suddenly changed and became much

colder, this environmental pressure might, through the action of natural selec-

tion, cause an animal species to develop a thick layer of fur or blubber as pro-

tection against the cold. Humans, however, could adopt clothing and fire, tech-

nological fixes that would help preserve their physical bodies from modification'

After human beings achieved a certain level of mental and moral sophistication'

natural selection would not operate any longer on their physical form but on

their intellect.

wallace's axgument was calculated to please and appease the polygenists

and help reconcile them to the Darwinian view of evolution. ln 1864, Wallace

delivered his paper before Hunt's polygenist and racist Anthropological Socie{y
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of London. The physical diversification of the races, IVallace reasoned, must
have occurred at a remote time in the past before humans gained their charac_
teristic sociality, morality, and intelligence, when natural selection was still oper-
ative on human bodies. The differentiation into separate races with distinct phys-
ical traits must have happened so soon after humans first appeared on the earth
that, for all practical pu{poses, the races had arways been distinct.

Wallace continued by arguing that once natural selection made the switch
and began operating on man's intellect and moral sense, it continued to work
to differentiate the races. More mentally and morally advanced and socially
cohesive races would overtake, conquer, and ultimately exterminate the less
advanced, just as in the animal and plant world, more fit varieties eliminated
inferior varieties. wallace's theory accounted for the development of humanity,
both its physical peculiarities and its unique sociavmentavmoral traits, and
was the first to do so entirely within the materialistic framework of natural
selection.

when he first read wallace's paper, Daxwin was both preased and anxious.
He appreciated wallace's attempt to apply natural selection to human origins but
was anxious that wallace was coming close to Darwin,s own views on humarr
origins. As it developed, however, Darwin had little to fear from Wallace over-
taking him on natural selection and human origins because wallace soon aban_
doned his idea.

By 1870, Wallace retreated from his materialist explanation of human ori-
gins. Wallace's new belief was that natural selection could not account fbr impor-
tant human features. one of wallace's more teiling examples was brain size, a
key indicator of humans' special nature. wallace argued that the savage ances-
tors to modern humans possessed brains nearly as large as civilized humans, but
savages obviously had no need ofsuch an advanced intellect. Natural selection
only selected for useful traits in a given environment and could not explain the
large human brain. wallace also argued against the usefulness of other uniquely
human physical traits, such as the hand, hairless skin, erect posture, and the nat-
ural beauty of the human form.

wallace cast his new argument in explicitly racial terms. when wallace
wrote of "savages" he meant Africans, aboriginal Australians, and other racial
groups. For wallace, such people had no need for intellect, for that was only
needed in "civilization." wallace also emphasized that human traits could be
explained only by an internal spiritual drive that distinguished humans from ani-
mals. wallace embraced spiritualism and had begun to believe in mesmerism,
s6ances, and other attempts to contact the "spirit world." Although wallace did
not embrace traditional religion, he had abandoned the purely materialistic the-
ory of natural selection that he had developed in parallel with Darwin.
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Darwin on Human Eaolution

When Darwin read Wallace's new views, he was horrified. Darwin was far less

willing than Wallace to abandon natural selection as the explanation for human

origins and human variation. He published his ideas on the subject in 1871 in Th,e

Descmt of Man.

As developed,in On the Origi,n of Species, Darwin's theory relied on tiny

variations giving survival advantage to particglar members of a species. Over

time, these small advantages accumulated and species gradually transmuted into

new forms. The gra,rlual accumulation of traits over long periods of time was the

key point. When Darwin took these basic ideas and applied them to human ori-

gins, he emphasized not the radical differences between humans and other ani-

mals but the similarities. Where Wallace and others stressed what they saw zt5

enorrnous differences between human brains and animal brains, Darwin argued

that the human brain, while larger and better developed, was not fundamentally

different from those of other mammals.

In The Descent of Man Daxwin maintained that even those mental and

moral traits that make humans unique could be found in much more primitive

forms in other animals. Darwin devoted two chapters of Th'e Descent of Man

showing that apparently stark differences between humans and animals were

not so stark if one examined the actual behavior of social animals, from the well-

developed ape to the lowly bee. The point, Darwin concluded, was to show that

"The difference in mind between man and the higher animals, great as it is, is cer-

tainly one of degree, and not of kind" (Darwin 1871, 105). By these small grada-

tions, which he believed were inherited, Darwin fashioned an argument that nat-

ural selection could account for humans evolving from animals'

Racial differences were central to his argument. To make his case, ithelped

that the very attributes that Darwin was struggling to explain with natural selec-

tion were the attributes tied most closely to race. Many polygenists believed that

the races possessed different moral attributes, and even the monogenists were

not necessarily willing to grant racial equaliff in that area. Darwin's own views,

as revealed in his notebooks of the 1830s, later marked him as a moderate in

these debates. He was not a confirmed racist-he was a staunch abolitionist, for

example-but he did think that there were distinct races that could be ranked in

a hierarchy.

InThe Descent of Mon these views of race helped Darwin fill in his gradu-

alistpicture of the origin of humans. Darwin admitted that the gap in intelligence

and moral sense between civilized people and the animals was a great one. But

one could look to the lower races to fill that gap. Ever the gradualist, Darwin

came down on the side of the monogenists by treating races not as separate
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species, but as variations of a single species. "The most weighty of all the argu-

ments against treating the races of man as distinct species," he wrote, "is that

they graduate into each other, independently in many cases . . . of their having

intercrossed" (Darwin 187I,226). This graduation applied not only to their phys-

ical form but also to their mental and moral capabilities. Although Darwin main-

tained that there were established racial differences, these differences were a

series of small gradations rather than large, unbridgeable chasms. What the nat-

uralist confronted was not a stark break between humans and animals but a con-

tinuum from lower animals to higher animals, from higher animals to savages

and barbarians, and finally from barbarians to civilized people.

Despite his evolutionary gradualism and argument for continuity, Darwin

also clung to the idea that the human races were distinctly different and basically

unchangeable, a legacy of the influence of polygenism on him. The differences

were most obvious when one considered the racial extremes. When the Beagle

arrived in Tierra del Fuego at the southernmost tip of South America, Darwin

was astonished and horrified at the sight of the savages who ran out to meet the

boat. "It was without exception," he wrote in his diary of the voyage, " the most

curious and interesting spectacle I had ever beheld. I could not have believed

how wide was the difference, between savage and cMlized man. It is wider thart

between a wild and domesticated animal, inasmuch as in man there is a greater

power of improvement" (Darwin 1989 [1839], 172). He recalled the same scene

at the end of The Descerut of Man, where he added that on seeing the Fuegians

"absolutely naked and bedaubed with paint, their long hair. . . tangled, their

mouths, frothed with excitement, and their expression. . . wild, startled' dis-

trustful," the idea immediately occulTed to him: "SuCh were our ancestols" (Dar-

win 1871, 404). Darwin's experience with these savages provided him with fur-

ther proof of their inalterable racial difference. When a parff of Fuegian natives'

Christiarrized and civilized in England, returned on board the Beagle as mission-

aries to their native land, the F\regians reverted to their savage ways, convincing

Darwin that racial habits and racial natures were entrenched and basically

unchangeable. The conversion the savages had undergone had been superficial

and fleeting, while their suitability to their native way of life, and their clear infe-

riority, were perrnanent. All that remained of racial evolution for Darwin, as for

Wallace, was the extermination of the inferior races by the superior.

Darwin's theory of evolution from a common ancestor was a monogenetic

one that, once it gained nearly unanimous assent, should have put the polyge-

netic alternative to rest. But this was not the case. Polygenetic concepts and

assumptions continued to form the basis of much racial science in the late nine-

teenth century. The result was a curious synthesis of the evolutionary idea of

ever-changing, ever-fluctuating populations and the polygenist belief in fixed,
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stable, racial categories. Both Darwin and wa'ace, as we have seen, easily har_monized evolution by naturar serection with porygenic notions; and they werenot alone. The German Darwinian Karl vogt, appMng Darwin,s evorutionary the_ory to man, argued, rike wallace had originally, that natural serection had formedthe races so long ago that the differences between them had been rendered per_manent (Vogt 1864). Vogt maintained, as did Darwin, that each race was so welladapted to its envirorunent that it was incapable of change, even when moved toa ne\M environment. For Vogt, as for Wallace and Darwin, racial evolution hadessentially stopped. The polygenist idea of unbridgeable gaps between inalter_able raciar types thus found an honored place even in the new evolutionary sci_ence' The measurement and classification of the resurting distinct t54res becamefodder for the burgeoning science of physical anthropologr.

Physieal Anthropolog y and
the Persistence of potygenism

Physical anthropologr in the second half of the nineteenth century was dedi_cated to one m4ior aim: the measurement of human bodies, particularly heads,in order to identifu the stable raciar types underrying human populations. Thebasic assumption of the science was that each race courd be represented by itsown essential set of traits, physical traits primarily, which were in turn associ_ated with corresponding mental and moral characteristics. This set of traitsdefined the race, belonged properly only to it, and found expression in each andevery one of its members. In rearity, the physical anthroporogists conceded thatnot every member of a given race possessed all of its proper racial traits. Theessence of the race might not be pedectly represented in any singre individual.But as an ideal, the racial essence could arways be reconstructed, which is justwhat the physical anthropologists took their task to be. Though the mixing ofpopulations, interbreeding, or immigration might conceal or disguise racialessences' the anthropologists berieved they courd always extract and identi$r theessences by techniques of careful measurement.
Broca developed over forty instruments, including various kinds ofcalipers, pelvimeters, craniostats, and torsiometers, to make the increasinglyprecise craniar and body measurements that his science demanded. His fellowphysical anttuoporogists used Broca's tools and techniques to measure morethan 25 million Europeans throughout the late nineteenth century. Americarranthropologists and physicians made similar measurements of thousands of sol_diers and prisoners in the American civil war. The idea that essentiar raciar typesexisted beneath human variety and courd be reconstructed, the assumption of
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underlying stable racial essences, was of course a polygenist one, traceable

directly to Nott, Edwards, Knox, and Hunt. That Broca, an avowed polygenist

and evolutionist, had such in{luence in anthropology in the second half of the

nineteenth century attests to the persistence ofpolygenist styles ofreasoning in

an era dominated by evolutionism.

In his 1856 work Human Hybrid,i,ty, Broca followed polygenist tradition,

axguing that there were degrees of fertility in human race mixing. Eugenesic

crosses-,matings betvreen those races that were most closely allied in charac-

ter-produced firlly fertile offspring. Dysgenesic crosses' on the other hand-

matings between the races farthest apart on the scale of humanity-were either

sterile or produced only a few sterile offspring. For Broca it was as though

nature herself was trying to prevent the racial essences from dissipating through

mixing. But even in a fully eugenesic cross, the essential racial character would

remain recognizable enough to be extracted by the anthropologist's calipers.

Such a polygenist idea was harmonious with evolutionism. The distinct

racial essences developed over eons of divergent evolution. All humans may ulti-

mately have had a common ancestor, but that singular origin point was so far

back in time, the common ancestor wzs so remote, that to all intents and pur-

poses the races had always been separate. By comparing modern skull meas-

urements with the ancient ones discovered in the last half of the nineteenth cen-

tury, anthropologists concluded that the races had evolved along their own

separate lineages. Some anthropologists believed that the races descended from

a common ancestor in the Pleistocene Era. Others, like Topinard and Vogt,

traced the white, black, and yellow races each to a different ancestral species of

ape. Polygenist thinking also surfaced in Topinard and Vogt's views on the impos-

sibility of acclimatization. Racial types were so basically stable artd so well

suited to the environments in which they had evolved that they could not change

or adapt even when placed in new conditions. Any racial transformation was out

of the question. Evolutionary change had once occulTed' but it occurred in the

past, achieved its end, and was not ongoing.

The stability of types despite mixing, the separateness of different racial

Iineages, and the impossibility of acclimatization were all polygenist-inspired

ideas that remained widely influential for the rest of the century. In the United

States the anthropologist Daniel G. Brinton echoed tttem, even though he was

nominally a monogenist. As late as 1896, Frederick L. Hoffman, peppering his

"Race Tfaits and Tendencies of the American Negro" with references to Nott and

Hunt, declared that a cross between a Negro womall and a white man would

result in a mix that was inferior to either a full-blooded Negro or a full-blooded

white. As for Negfo men and white women, according to Hoffman, they were so

disinclined to marry each other that the fertiliff of their unions was hardly a con-
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cern. So easily was Broca's polygenism combined with the new evolutionary
anthropolory that his most notable opponent, Armand de Quatrefages, was an

anti-Darwinian monogenist who argued that all races were equally interfertile
and that they could adapt to all environments.

For polygenically inclined physical anthropologists after Darwin, the tradi-
tional hierarchy of races remained unquestioned. Negro, Malay, Americarr
Indian, and Caucasian fell into their familiar positions on the human ladder. But
these rough divisions were not the sole focus of interest. The drive for increas-

ingly precise measurement allowed anthropologists to draw ever finer distinc-
tions within these categories, especially within the Caucasian category. The idea

that Europeans comprised different races was familiar from Edwards and Knox,

and ultimately it goes back to Julius Caesar's divisions of Gaul.

Dividing the races of Europe, determining and measuring differences
among European races, became a consuming interest too for late-nineteenth-

century physical anthropologists. Following Knox, these anthropologists inter-
preted the political struggles of Europe in racial terms. To separate a Negro from
a Caucasian, skin color would usually suffice, and anthropologists needed no
elaborate anthropometric tools. But distinguishing a Saxon from a Celt, arr

Alpine from a Mediterranean, required precise measurements. Only Broca's arse-

nal of measuring techniques could reveal the minute differences in headform
that anthropologists believed these races displayed. The interest in measuring

types of Europeans was, then, both driven by and reflected in the anthropolo-
gists' increasing technical skill. The more they measured, the more their sense

was reinforced that they were measuring something real. And yet the more they
measured, the harder it became to clearly distinguish one type from another.
Told by Otto Ammon that he could not provide a photograph of a pure Alpine
type, William Z. Ripley wrote, "[Ammon] has measured thousands of heads, and
yet he answered that he really had not been able to provide a perfect specimen

in all details. All his round-headed men were either blond, or tall, or narrow-
nosed, or something else that they ought not to be" (Ripley 1899, 108).

Measurements of the size and shape of head, summarized by the cephalic
index, were the principal means of dividing European populations. Devised by
Anders Retzius in 1844 as a refinement of Pieter Camper's facial angle, the
cephalic index was a measure representing the ratio of length to breadth of skull.
Retzius himself was interested in European races, and Broca, Topinard, and

other physical anthropologists took up both his interest and his measure later in
the century. In the post-Darwinian era, anthropologists treated the cephalic
index as an especially important indicator of racial group since, as a relatively
useless trait, headform would not have changed in response to selective pres-

sures. Thus its purity as a marker of racial type would be unclouded, as would
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not necessarily be the case with such traits as stature or skin color. Anthropolo-

gists used the cephalic index to distinguish the dolichocephalic type, which had

a long, oval-shaped head, from the brachycephalic type, which had a round head'

Anthropologists associated other facial features with each tlpe; for example,

brachycephalic types were thought to have prognathous, jutting jaws.

By 1899, Ripley's Races of Europe summarized the consensus produced by

Topinard and others during the precedin$ thirty years. There were three m4ior

divisions in Europe: the Teutonic, the Alpine, and the Mediterranean' The Teu-

tonic, also called Aryan, or Nordic, was envisioned as a superior race originating

in the East and bringing civilization to Europe. The beginnings of what would

later become the Nazi myth of Aryan racial purity and superiority were therefore

evident in this work. But Ripley's ties to pre-Darwinian racial theories were

equally clear. For him the Aryans were, as they were for Knox, divided into the

superior Saxon and the inferior Celt.. The Celtic type was represented by the

Irish, who were commonly portrayed as monkeys in newspapers and popular

journals. More fundamentally, Ripley's debt to polygenism manifested itself in his

reduction of intermixed European populations to three basic types. Though he

described himself as an "ardent evolutionist"' evolution, for him, simply meant

the mixing of these types, which the physical anthropologist then had to sepa-

rate. Significantly, when considering the question of whether the Wpes had

descended from a single ancestor, Ripley refused to answer, calling the matter of

origins too speculative to be a proper question for objective investigation.

The pre-Darwinian idea of stable racial types gained new force and

acquired new evolutionary justification in the post-Darwinian era' In the second

half of the nineteenth century evolution became the guiding principle for the life

and human sciences, helping to overhaul, rather than overturn, many older ideas

that now took on a new scientific respectability. The evolutionary model that

gained ascendancy during this period was a potent blend of the writings of Dar-

win and Spencer. Spencer was a prolific author and widely read before and after

the publication of Darwin's works. The result was that' especially for Anglo-

American audiences, Darwin was read through a Spencerian lens, the Darwinian

emphasis on struggle combined with spencer's emphasis on progress, and their

two rather different theories of evolution conflated into a single worldview'

According to that view, evolution occurred in society just as it did in nature.

Society could achieve evolutionary progress only by a fierce struggle for sur-

vival, with the losers unapologetically relegated to the bottom of the heap' Schol-

ars often call this view social Darwinism, though it owed as much to Spencer as

it did to Darwin. It came in many different varieties depending, as we will see' on

which particular aspects of the Spencer-Darwin mix the writer chose to empha-

size. As they conceived the struggle for existence taking place not only between
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individuals, but also between groups of people, many social Darwinists reservedan honored position for race in their evolutionary worrdview. Just as the newlyscientific physicat anthropologr helped legitimize the older concept of racialtype' social Darwinism lent new respectability to the well-worn notions of racialhierarchy and interracial struggle. To understanding the evolutionary frameworkin which sociar Darwinism was embedded, and the key role of race in that frame_work, we have to understand the life and ph'osophy of Herbert spencer.

Spencer and Eaolution
Herbert Spencer (1g20-rg03) was born in Derbyshire, in the Engrish provinces,into a fam'y of modest me€rns. Both his parents, who were of Methodist and
Quaker backgrounds, fostered spencer's skepticism toward religion and towardchurch authority and encouraged him to dissent from the doctrines of the highAnglican church. spencer received his education at home from his schoolmas_
ter father and at his uncre Thomas spencer's school in somerset. spencer did notattend a university and throughout his life was mostry self_taught. After a stint asa ra'way and civil engineer, in 1g41 he resigned his position and began writingfor various periodicals.

As a young man Spencer deveroped the set of ideas that remained with himfor the rest of his life. In his lg42 pamphlet ,,The proper sphere of Government,,,for example, spencer argued that government should be strictly limited in func_tion to protecting property and person and should not be responsible for edu_cating, building roads, or administering charity. state-sponsored charity pre_vented the poor from trying to improve themselves. It encouraged them to marr5rand have ch'dren even though they lacked the ab'ity to support those ch'dren.It militated against vol,ntary charity, thus brunting the development of the finerfeelings of sympathy and generosity in the well-to-do. Self-improvement,
spencer believed, came onry through struggle and free individuar competition,
also caned raissez-faire, without government interference or support, except ofthe most restricted kind. progress carne only through the struggre to achieve,with every person responsibre for his or her own interests. In this early radicalphase of his thinking, spencer envisioned government eventuany,withering
a\May' as each member of society, including women and children, eqioyed fulrrights and fuil freedoms without infringing on any other. In 1g4g Spencer movedto London to become subeditor of the Economist, a liberal journal, where hecontinued to champion his individualist, free trade, and laissez_faire poricies. In1853 he left the Economistto write full time.

In the 1850s, spencer fit his ideas about govemrnent and society into an
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Engli6h sociologist Herbsrt Spencer is credi,ted, with d'eue\oping th'e phrase "sur'uiual of

the fittest." (Library oJ Congress)

evolutionary framework. In such works as Social Statics, "The Development

Hypothesis," and "Progress: Its Law and Cause," Spencer defined and popular-

ized the concept of evolution and argued deftly the absurdity of the creationist

alternative. For Spencer, evolution was slmonymous with progress' development

from the simple to the complex, the increasing specialization of an undifferenti-

ated mass to a complex, ordered whole. Note that this was a very different type

of evolution from Darwin's, which implied no such progress. Evolution for
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Spencer meant increasing diversification and differentiation of structure and

function. Evolution was also a universal principle, an all-encompassing process

that could exlplain equally the formation of galaxies, the transmutation of species,

and the history of human societies. The orgarric, mental or psychological, and

social realms were therefore all united by this developmental master plan.

Spencer argued that higher biological organisms and more advanced soci-

eties showed the same characteristics. Both displayed greater individuation, pro-
gressively greater specialization, and differentiation. In both there was a com-
plex division of labor, a concept exported from economics to physiology, in
which different parts specialized for different functions. In fact, Spencer referred
to societies as social organisms, and his analogy between orgarrisms and soci-

eties was nearly perfect. Each had a head, a mling portion, responsible for the
sensitive and intelligent functions, as well as subsidiary members that did the
mechanical work.

The analogy was so exact for Spencer that he spoke of the tissues of the
body as "communicating" with each other, and of society as needing to "excret[e]

its unhealthy, imbecile, slow, vacillating, faittrless members" (Spencer 185I,324).

Any influence that interf'ered with this process was therefore evil and to be com-

bated. Each person was to work according to his own abilities, to find his right-
ful place in the social organism, while society purified itseH of its waste prod-

ucts. The suffering that this would cause for those earmarked for excretion
might seem unkind at the moment but was ultimately working toward the
greater good. "The poverty of the incapable, the distresses that come upon the

impmdent, the starvation of the idle, and those shoulderings aside of the weak
by the strong, which leave so many'in shallows and in miseries,' are the decrees

ofa large, far-seeing benevolence" (Spencer,1851, 323). Spencer called this strug-
gle for existence "the survival of the fittest," failure and death to the unfit "socia"l

selection," concepts he framed almost a full decade before Darwin borrowed
them for his own evolutionary purposes.

Spencer believed that the struggle and the suffering necessarily had a
good outcome. Not only would a more highly differentiated social organism
result, but also one that showed the greatest interdependence of its members.

Ultimately struggle would cease and harmony would reign. Just as in a perfectly

adapted and efficiently functioning biological organism, in the most highly
evolved society all conflict would end, and cooperation and interdependence

would take over, a state he referred to as "equilibration."

For Spencer, the progressiveness of the evolutionary process was ensured

by his belief in the Lamarckian inheritance of functionally acquired traits. As the

members of a sociefi or the parts of an organism, specialize and take up their
different stations in the division of labor, the modifications in mental or physical
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structure that they acquire will be passed to the next generation. There was

never any possibility that the process would reverse or stagnate, since Spencer's

Lamarckian mechanism kept it moving in a progressive direction. Perfectibility

was guaxanteed by this mechanism. Those who survived the process of social

selection were the fittest of their generation, and they passed their achievement

via Lamarckian inheritance to their offspring. The evolution of a society for

Spencer meant that intelligence, morality, and perfectibility increased, along

with fitness, cooperation, and interdependence. In an interesting reversal of

Malthusian reasoning, Spencer insisted that increasing morality would bring

decreasing fertility, so that unchecked population growth would not stand as an

obstacle to the realization of his harmonious utopia.

Spencer developed the two aspects of his progressive evolutionism, strug-

gle and cooperation, in voluminous writings. Following on the essays he wrote

in the 1850s, in 1862 he published First Princi,ples, aprologue to his next tenvol-

umes, which dealt with biology, psychologr, sociology, and ethics. HisPrinciples

of Soci,otogy threatened to grow so large that he had to supplement it with

Descripti,ae Sociologg, a compilation in more than a dozen volumes of facts

about different cultures. Spencer used these facts, which he had his secretaries

cull from books of travel, to support his Pri,nci,ples. Descripti'ue Sociology is a

prime example of what is sometimes called armchair anthropology, which means

that Spencer did not conduct any fieldwork or experiments but simply specu-

lated on sociologl based on others' descriptions.

In his f irst Prinni,ptes, as well as in the writings that followed' Spencer

emphasized that struggle and survival of the fittest could be only a contributing

cause to the advance of society, but never the whole story. Struggle might be

important in the early stages of civilization to eliminate the weaker races and

produce the rougher traits. But for more advanced civilizations, struggle, brutal-

ity, and violence lost their effectiveness, and wax became disadvantageous.

Cooperation and adaptation via a Lamarckian mechanism were more important

in bringing about the d;mamic equilibrium of organism and environment that

Spencer envisioned as the endpoint of evolution. The higher traits, including

man's delicate mental structures, his refined social habits, and his sense of jus-

tice, could not have been produced by struggle and selection, Spencer believed,

since these traits have no apparent survival value. Only a Lamarckian mecha-

nism, driving the increasing interdependence of society's members, could

account for the appearance and persistence of these higher traits'

Evolution as progress, stmggle and survival of the fittest eventuating in

cooperation and interdependence, and the concept of society as an organism

were the building blocks of Spencer's philosophy. It was a capacious and higfiy

adaptable philosophy, and a rich resource for social thinkers in the late nine-
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teenth eentury. speneer's followers often took what elements they liked, many of
them emphasizing the struggre for existence at the expense of his other princi_
ples. Indeed, the social Darwinists are perhaps more accurately called .social
spencerians," since they saw unfettered individualistic competition and raw
struggle as the key elements of social progress, and these are the ideas often
identified with spencer. when spencer was at his peak, his philosophy was more
complex and more nuanced than that. But as he grew older, as the British econ_
omy worsened in the r880s and 1gg0s, and as Marxism gained ascendancy,
Spencer became increasingly conservative, distancing himserf from the socialist
aspects of his own philosophy, emphasizing raissez-fare stmggle, and downplay-
ing his vision of the harmonious utopia.

Spencer on the Saaage Mind
spencer believed that the hierarchy of races that he and most of his fellow Vic_
torians observed was an evolutionary hierarchy. The lower races were less
evolved, stuck in the past, biologically and culturally simpler than caucasians.

'As one moved from the savage to the civilized, one advanced in evolutionary
time. society became increasingly complex and specialized, and primitive homo_
geneity diversified into modern heterogeneity. civilized people showed increas_
ingly complex physiological and psychologic ar orgarizatron and had a corre_
spondingly more complex relationship to their environments.

spencer's evolutionary scale was, crucially, a unilinear one. Mankind was
a unity, not because all human beings were the same, but because the different
human groups stood at different steps in the same process. AI human groups
progressed along the same scale and all could be measured by the sarne stan_
dard. spencer expected the savage to come up to a European standard, and to
do so by progressing through the same stages that European society had pre-
sumably passed through. More than metaphoricany, the savage showed the
European what his own past, his own racial history had been. socioculturar
evolutionists would develop the idea that the savage was a clue to the cau_
casian past.

spencer took the idea of increasing speciarization quite riterally. Brain
mass, he believed, was a direct indication of position on the evolutionary scare.
Because their ancestors had used their brains more effectively, through a
process of Lamarckian inheritance the higher races inherited a larger brain mass.
This put the lower races, inheriting a smailer brain mass, at a disadvantage from
the outset. spencer was far from believing that all people entered the world with
equal potential. Brain mass varied directly with mental complexity, and those
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with less of both showed a eorTespondingly smaller range of behavior. The lower

races tended to be guided by reflex action and irrational mimicry. Their behav-

ior was characterized by rigid customs that could not be modified to suit chang-

ing circumstances. "Many travelers comment on the unchanging habits of sav-

ages," Spencer wrote (Spencer 1979, 192). "The semi-civilized nations of the

East, past and present, were, or are, characterized by a greater rigidity of custom

than characterizes the more civilized nations of the West. The histories of the

most civilized nations show us that in earlier times the modifiability of ideas and

habits was less than it is at present."

This lack of plasticity in the lower races was due not only to their small

brains but also to the fact that their children's period of development was shorter

than that of children of advanced races. Infancy and childhood were key phases

in development, and the more extended they were, the more they allowed

impressions from the envilonment to shape the brain. The more environmental

influence, the greater the departure from ancestral forms, and the more civilized

the race. The savage child was considered precocious, developing at a faster rate

than the civilized child, but with puberty came mental artest, an abrupt shutting

down of the developmental process. Thereafter the savage nature became fixed.

An American popularizer of Spencer, John Fiske, provided an anatomical expla-

nation for this mental arrest. Fiske believed that the cranial sutures of the sav-

age skull closed when the child reached puberty, stopping all turther brain

growth and mental development. The idea was pre-Darwinian, traceable to Gra'

tiolet, Broca's colleague, and the polygenist Hunt, but for Fiske it was entirely

arnenable to an evolutionary framework.

Spencer's writings on the comparative psycholos/ of man amounted to an

attempt to characterize the savage mind. Members of all the races lower than

the Caucasian had minds that were rigid and unadaptable, automatic or reflex

in character, impulsive and uncontrolled. The savage showed persistence in the

lower intellectual faculties, spending hours carving a stone tool, for example,

but little aptitude for anything requiring higher thought. His emotional

responses were impulsive, showing how little they were controlled by any

higher part of the nervous system. The lack of the cardinal Victorian virtue of

self-control demonstrated for Spencer the evolutionary distance between the

savage and the civilized.

But Spencer did not believe that all savages were identical. Like everything

else in his progressive scheme, different savage natures possessed different qual-

ities in degrees and could be arrayed hierarchically. Although they all may have

lacked self-control, rational curiosity, and the capacity for abstract thought, in

other traits their natures differed widely. They showed various emotional spe-

cialties: some savage tribes were gregarious, others indifferent to society; some
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were ungovernable, while others submitted easily to external restraint; some
sought praise eagerly, others less so; some desired property, others did not.

some savage races possessed peculiar aptitudes. For example Spencer
recounted the musical ability of Negroes who could sing harmonies to complex
tunes upon their first hearing of them. He noted that each savage tribe treated its
women differently. In keeping with his idea that evolutionary progress means
increasing specialization, Spencer maintained that the higher the race, the greater
the contrast betureen men and women in physical appearance and social role. sig-
nificantly, however, when discussing the altruistic sentiments, which he consid-
ered the highest, including pity, generosity, and justice, Spencer did not provide
any savage examples. The implication was that the lower races had not yet
evolved to those levels. whether they would ever so evolve was highly doubtful.

For spencer and Fiske, the lower races-African, po\mesian, Americarr
Indian-were arrested in a state of savagery from which only direct intervention
could remove them. The ancient Egyptians and the chinese had moved out of
savagery but only into an immobile, nonprogressive type of civilization. The
Spencerians, however, doubted that Asians, Africans, and other lower races
could be brought onto a progressive course, for reasons having directly to do
with Spencer's evolutionary philosophy.

In Spencer's laissez-faire evolutionary framework, caucasians achieved
civilization by self-development and individualistic struggle. Struggle was essen-
tial for progress, but the problem with the lower races, according to Spencer and
his followers, was that they seemed to have little ability for it. Their behavior was
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circumscribed largely by their imitativeness, a tendency toward irrational or

automatic mimicry that suppressed any more rational or critical response. But

imitation was superficial and no substitute for real striving. A savage might imi-

tate a civilized man, but such imitation stood in the way of his becoming tntly

civilized and was in fact a dangerous thing to encourage, for the savage could

throw off the guise and reveft at any moment. Imitation could not overcome the

ingrained habits of the race. The behaviors carved into the savage's system by

Lamarckian inheritance would overpower his puny attempt to imitate his bet-

ters. The steps of evolutionary progress were gradual and deliberate and could

not be hurried over or supplanted by being sped up artificially. Neither imitation

nor education, then, could really solve the race problem because the problem

was a consequence of the savage's very nature.

Impulsive and irrational, mirtMul and intolerant of discipline, the savage

was stuck in a permanent childhood and lacked the capacity to grow out of it. As

the ability to learn self-restraint and self-discipline eluded him, so did the abili$r

to develop into a civilized adult. For Spencer, the resemblance between savages

and children carne as no surprise. Since the savage represented the past, literally,

the childhood, of the civilized race, the similarity between adults of the lower

races and Caucasian children was an essential outcome of Spencer's evolution-

ism. And since all peoples progress through the same intellectual and moral

stages, those who have not, or not yet, reached the top ofthe ladder must there-

fore share common traits.

The equation between the savage and the Caucasian child was one out-

come of this reasoning. But it was not the only one. Women, the lower classes,

and criminals were also childlike, or savage, in certain ways. All were subordi-

nates in different realms of life, all lacked the ability to look after or control

themselves, and all represented lower positions on the unilinear scale. These

were powerful analogies. Victorian philosophers, scientists, and social thinkers

equated and spoke in similar terms about women, children, peasants, laborers,

criminals, madmen, Irishmen, and savages. The American Spencerian sociologist

William I. Thomas, for example, made parallel arguments about the dangers of

educating Negroes and women. These lower orders of humanity were not com-

pletely interchangeable, nor did Spencerians treat them as exactly identical. But

they did share certain basic traits that marked them as primitive.

The German biologist and social Darwinist Ernst Haeckel generalized the

Spencerian analogies among primitive groups into the biogenetic law. Encom-

passing all of nature, this law stated that ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny, that

the stages of individual development repeat the stages of racial development, or,

more simply, that the individual while growing into an adult climbs all the steps

of the evolutionary ladder. Thus Haeckel believed that the human fetus at vari-
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ous points in its development resembled an adult reptile and an adult amphibian
before progressing to mammalian status. As the infant grew into an adult, and by
adult Haeckel of course meant the northwestern European male adult, it reca-
pitulated not only the physical stages, but just as crucially the mental and moral
stages ofits ancestors, represented by apes, savages, and women. For Haeckel
as for spencer, the hierarchical chain of being was entirely compatible with an
evolutionary framework.

Social Darwinism and Its Variants

For the Spencerians, evolution provided a many-sided jusffication for domination,
a patemalistic philosophy that could control the childlike outsidet whether that
outsider was a member of a lower race, gender, or class. But social Darwinist argu-
ments varied and underwent subtle shifts depending on which aspects of the
Spencer-Darwin blend the writer chose to emphasize. The idea of individualistic
struggle was often replaced by a collectivist ideal, meaning that the races them-
selves were in competition. The American sociologist William Graham Sumner, for
example, argued for unrestricted competition among individuals and survival of
the fittest; success in the struggle belonged to the industrious, the frugal, and the
temperate. But the English Spencerian Walter Bagehot envisioned the competition
as between nations or civilizations, the important forces being those, like religion,
that bound the individual members of a nation together, kept them subordinate to
their govemment, and molded their national character. For Bagehot, the struggle
took place on a national or racial rather than on an individual level_

When it came to racial relations and interracial struggle, British and Ameri-
can Spencerians tended to lessen Spencer's original laissez-faire emphasis. There
were now reasons that all the races could not compete equally on a level playrng
field, reasons that struggle, and therefore progress, had to be restricted to cau-
casians. For what were considered the lowest races of men-Africans, polyne-

sians, and American Indians-there could be no question of racial struggle with
caucasians. Domination by Europeans was inevitable, as the lower races could
never progress on their own and so required such domination. As the ideal of
direct intervention provided a rationale for imperialism, it also virtually assured
the extinction of these lower races, which was in some cases already happening.

whether Negroes or chinese immigrants to the united states should be
allowed to compete in society was a slightly more delicate issue. According to
American Spencerians, the Negro needed to be exposed to struggle in order to
progress. But efforts to help the Negro had to be strictly limited, as too sudden
an uplift could be dangerous. Here the efficacy of intervention was ttuown into
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doubt. A race that needed constant prodding by compulsory education could

never compete in a truly fair manner. Moreover, such exposure to the struggle

would ultimately prove the Negro's demise. Common medical opinion held that

freedom was unhealthy for Negroes, that they deteriorated mentally, morally,

and physically as freedmen, a belief bolstered by supposedly high rates of Negro

insanity reported in the 1870, 1880, and 1890 census. Chinese immigrants, on the

other hand, possessed an unhealthy advantage in competition with whites.

Though considered tradition-bound and rigidly unable to adapt, many Americans

also believed the Chinese to be hard workers and all too willing to help one

another. The Chinese had to be excluded from the racial competition because

their racial habits could potentially make them a little too successful.

Spencer's evolutionism could thus provide a rationale not only for imperial

expansion but also for subordinating African Americans and for restricting the

flow of immigrants into the United States. In this last area social Darwinism over-

lapped with the eugenics movement, which helped put policies of immigration

restriction into practice. Both ideologies aimed to maintain the integrity of the

white race. The homogeneity of society should not be compromised by an influx

of unassimilable elements. Its health as a smootNy functioning organism

depended on the full integration of its parts, and those that refused assimilation,

especially groups that did not behave according to Euro-American standards,

should be excluded or eliminated or society would break down. Spencer valued

heterogeneity in the division of labor as the mark of an evolved society, but never

racial heterogeneity. When it calne to the races, both Spencerians and eugenists

believed that all parts of a society must be homogeneous in race and character,

and whether they relied on the organic analory or on beliefs in the purity of the

blood, Spencerians and eugenists came to the same conclusion, both believing

that race mixture must be resisted. Rome fell, they argued, because of an inllux

of unassimilable elements, and in the late nineteenth century, the fear was that

the United States was taking the same path.

Social Darwinism in Germany

Anglo-American ideas about racial hierarchy and interracial struggle derived

from a mixture of Spencerian and Darwinian theories. In other contexts, how-

ever, the blending of these two evolutionary philosophies was not as complete.

In Germany, for example, they were almost entirely pried apart. Here Spencer's

influence was slight, atthough the notion of struggle, both on an individual and

on a racial or national level was traceable in the writings of German scientists

directly to Darwin. In Germany, we can speak accurately of social Darwi,nism,
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Ernst Haeeket ( t8B4_1919)
Haeckel was Germany's premier zoologist and one of the earliest champions of Dar_
winism. Born in Potsdam, he received an M.D. degree in lgbg but never practiced
medicine, as he was always more interested in pure biologr. He received a doctorate
in zoologr from the university of Jena in lg61 and remained a professor of zoologr
and comparative anatomy there for the rest of his life. He was an important teacher at
Jena, where a chair and Zoologicar Institute were created for him, and where he

counted many important German scientists
anong his students. In the mid 1860s Haeckel
became an enthusiastic convert to Darwinism
and integrated humans into an evolutionarSr
framework before Darwin himself dared to do
so. Haeckel embraced Darwinism not only as an
evolutionary theory but as a cosmic philosophy,
applicable to the entire universe. He saw evolu-
tion as a kind of religion that revealed beauty,
design, and meaning in nature. Becoming close
to nature, and understanding and celebrating
man's animal origins, were for Haeckel the goals
of the evolutionary religion that he called
"Monism." Monism meant that matter and mind
were eve4/'where co4loined in nature, and was

opposed to traditional Christian dualism-that soul and body were separate entities.
In his 1866 Gensrelle Morphotngie, Haeckel placed all of the orgarric and inorganic

worlds into a Darwinian evolutionary framework, and this work, combined with the
highly detailed biological treatises that followed, most of them dealing with problems
of classification of invertebrates, made their author famous. ln addition to being an

although the Germans kept an important place for progress and for an organic
conception of society stemming from Romantic nature_philosophy.

Darwinian theory strongry influenced and spread rapidly through the Ger-
man intellectual community. By the lg60s, many German biologists, sociolo-
gists, philosophers, theologians, ethnologists, and economists converted to Dar-
winism, applylng it easily to the natural and social realms. At first many of these
thinkers used Darwinism to support a liberal ideorogy of progress, opposing
socialism and favoring laissez-faire. But in succeeding decades, as Bismarck
consolidated power and the former liberals became part of an entrenched elite,
the social Darwinist movement became increasingly conservative and wedded
to the status quo. This political shift was common to the history of the move_
ment in Britain and France as well.

Ernst Haeckel was one of the earliest and most powerful of these Germarr

(Library of Congress)
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original researcher, Haeckel was an indefatigable popularizer of the theory of evolu-

tion, which he did in part by drawing gnarled and detailed evolutionary trees. He also

held to several speculative theories, all of which he saw as more important to evolu-

tion than Darwin's mechanism of natural selection-spontaneous generation' the

notion of pan-psychism (which holds that all things, living and nonliving, possess

some forrn of mind or soul'), the Gastraea theory (that there is a common ancestral

form for all many-celled creatures), and, perhaps most famously, the biogenetic law

(that ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny, or that individuals, as they grow, pass

ttuough the evolutionary stages of their ancestors). Haeckel was also a committed

Lamarckian throughout his career.

From the 1880s, Haeckel turned increasingly to the social, moral, and religious

implications of evolution. His 1899 Ridflle of the Uni,uerse popularized his Monist

philosophy, as did the German Monist League, which he founded in 1906. Members

of the League included some of the most prominent scientists in Germany in the

early twentieth century. There was much in Haeckel's Monist worldview that

endorsed social Darwinism, indeed, that was proto-Nazi in character. In keeping

with their religion of nature, Haeckel and his Monists believed that the Germans

needed to revitalize their irurer racial essence by renewing their contact with nature.

Ttue Germans were Aryans, the highest race, but they faced biological deterioration

and decay unless they applied nature's law unimpeded in society. This meant that the

weak and sickly must be destroyed at birth, that the needs of the individuai must be

subordinated to the state, particularly to the state's authoritarian power, and that a

harmonious organic community, pure in racial essence, must be evolved as a result.

A supporter of polygenism and of conllict and struggle between higher and lower

races, Haeckel helped make racism scientifically respectable. A strong nationalist

his entire adult life, he died deeply disappointed in Germany's defeat in World War I,

but he was celebrated for his scientific work and for the religion he made out of it.

converts to Darwinism. As a professor of biologr at the University of Jena,

Haeckel began applylng Darwin's theory to humans before Darwin himself did.

In his 1868 History of Creation, which appeared in over twenty editions before

World War I, Haeckel argued for unfettered struggle as the motol of progress. He

saw all of nature as a stmggle of organism against organism in an unending war'

There was no reason, Haeckel argued, to think that human beings were any dif-

ferent from the rest of nature.

For Haeckel the struggle took place not only among individuals but

between nations or races as well. In the Historg of Creation Haeckel divided

human beings into ten races, of which the Caucasian was the highest and the

primitives were doomed to extinction. His beliefs in militarism and nationalism,

racial competition and imperialism were manifested in his founding of the

Monist League, with its emphases on the union of spirit and matter and the dom-
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inance of superior races. Members of the Monist League later became important
in constructing Nazi ideologr.

Haeckel's views were echoed by the paleontologist Fyiedrich Rolle, who
argued that Malthusian population pressure would precipitate a war between the
races. The biologist Heinrich August Ziegler declared in 1893 that the clearest
lesson Darwin taught was the preeminent role that war played in spurring
progress in human evolution by the elimination of inferior types. The zoologist
oskar schmidt wrote that society should stop seeing savages through the rose-
colored glasses of the missionary and adopt the objective view of the scientist
wherein savages became slated for destruction in the struggle for existence.
Among sociologists the same views prevailed. Both Max weber and otto Ammon
justified national and racial competition in Darwinian terms. Weber spoke of the
struggle for "elbowroom," while Ammon glorified war as aprogressive force.

The German social Darwinists believed that an aristocracy of talent, identi-
fied across the board with the white race, would prevail in these interracial strug-
gles, and that within European society, brisk competition would prepare the race
for these inevitable conllicts. The etlurographer FYiedrich von Hellwald justified
brutal struggles on both individual and racial levels in the most extreme terms,
untempered by any ethical concern for the weak. The collectivist struggle among
the races was also justified by several other thinkers who in the latter decades of
the nineteenth century made the shift from radicalism or liberalism to conser-
vatism. Ludwig Gumplowicz, Austrian professor of sociologz at the University of
Graz, wrote in his 1883 fio ci,al Stluggk that war between the races was inevitable,
that peace was only temporary, and that Africans and Asians would be extermi-
nated in any struggle with Europeans. Imperialism was part and parcel of this
scheme, since the conquering of the weak and inferior was necessa4/ for social
progress. Gumplowicz's follower, Gustav Ratzenhofer, an Austrian military offi-
cer, echoed his teacher's belief in racial war and imperialism, arguing that such
stmggles strengthen the conquering nation and improve its internal harmony, its
civilization and culture. And the geologist and geographer FYiedrich Ratzel, in his
l90I Lebensrarlrn, defined the Darwinian struggle for existence specifically as the
struggle to control territory not only among animals and plants but also among
human races. For Ratzel, the primitive races, of which he considered the Ameri-
can Indians one example, would continuously be displaced by the cultured races.

Sociocultural Eaolutionism in Britain
The evolutionary framework did not rise to prominence unchallenged. Even
ffier evolution was accepted as a fact for nonhuman animals and plants, the
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place of human beings in the Darwinian evolutionary picture was contested, pri-

marily by religious thinkers. In the late 1860s, the Duke of Arg5dl and Archbishop

Richard Whately both lodged objections to the idea that man had arisen from

lower forms. Instead, they argued, man had degenerated from a higher, more per-

fect state endowed by God in the Garden of Eden. furyll and Whately claimed

that there were distinctive human traits and that these helped deny any genealog-

ical relationship between man and the animals.

Such challenges did not, however, weaken the evolutionary framework. To

the contrary, Argn and Whately's assertions helped strengthen that framework

by setting the research program for a group of evolutionary anthropologists.

Known as the sociocultural evolutionists, this group came of age in the generation

just after Darwin's and took on Darwin's own problem of anthropogenesis. Meet-

ing the reli$ous challenge, they asked how these distinctively human character-

istics could be explained in a natural, developmental way without recourse to

divine origin or causation. The tluee anttuopologists who, in different but com-

plementary ways, €rnswered this question were John Lubbock, Edward Tllor, and

John Mcleruran. Together they created a powerful framework to explain the evo-

lution of human culture and customs. Lubbock, Tpor, and Mclennan were not

social Darwinists in the sense of advocating or justifying individual or collectivist

struggle. But in much the way that Spencer's ideas had, their theories of anthro-

pogenesis placed savages below Europeans on the evolutionary ladder.

In his 1865 book Prehistori,c Ti,mes, as Illustrated by Ancient Remai'rn

a,nd the Manners and, Customs of Mod,em Sauages, Lubbock argued for the

great antiquity of man. The subtitle summarizes one of the m4ior methods of

sociocultural evolutionism: the comparison of ancient remains to the material

culture of present-day savages in order to illuminate what Stone Age people must

have been like. Now ofcourse extinct in Europe, the representatives ofthe Stone

Age were to be found among those living fossils, the primitive races of the world.

ln Prelai,storic Tirnes, Lubbock characterized savages, whether found in South

Africa, North or South America, India, or Australia, not as noble in any way but

as enslaved by their own limitations, needs, passions, and ignorance.

In 1867 and 1868, Lubbock responded directly to the challenge posed by

furyll and Whately. In order to oppose the view that human chatacteristics were

divinely given, Lubbock had to show that savages could indeed provide clues to

the missing link between the European and the ape. He had to argue that there

was continuity between the savage and the Victorian, that there were indications

of the ability to progress among the primitives, artd that there were residues of
barbarism among the civilized.

In his 1870 Origin of Ciui.lizati.ozr, Lubbock expanded on this view by trac-

ing each of the m4ior social or cultural institutions or forms up from savagery to
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Sir John Lubbock (1834-1913)
SirJohn Lubbock had careers not only as an anthropologist and archaeologist, but also
as a science popularizer, financier, and politician. Bom in London, he was the eldest son
of a prominent banker who was also distinguished as an astronomer and mathemati-
cian. when Lubbock w€ls young the family moved to an estate within one mile of Dar-
win's home in Kent, and Lubbock grew up with Darwin as a surrogate father and as a
member of Darwin's irurer circle; he was one of the few to learn of Darwin's theory of
natural selection before 1859. A regular churchgoer his whole life, Lubbock nonetheless
early on lost all orthodox belief, in which he was doubtless in-fluenced by Darwin.

Lubbock had only a few years of formal schooling and entered the family banking
business at the age of 14. But his entry into the world of science was helped along by
Darwin and Lyell, and through them Lubbock became acquainted with many of the
most important scientific men of the day. In the 1850s, upon his discovery of the first
fossil musk ox in England, he gained admission to two of the most prestigious British
scientific societies, the Geological and the Royal, even as he pursued his banking
career. In 1865 his Prehistoric Ttmes was published, presenting the archaeological,
geological, and paleontological evidence for man's antiquity and introducing to the
public the idea of four prehistoric ages: Paleolithic, Neolithic, bronze, and iron. The
same year he ran for a seat in Parliament but lost (a loss one of his biographers attrib-
uted to his still controversial views on man's antiquity). In 1870, howeveE the same
year that his second major anthropological work appeared, T'\rc origin of ciuitiza-
tion, Lubbock ran again for Parliament and won. As a member of Parliament he intro-
duced numerous bills to reform education and labor, including one that established

its highest flowering in modern Europe, imagining the stages through which civ-
ilization might have developed. Instead of arguing, as he had earlier, for a diffu-
sionist view, that ciilization had spread from East to west, Lubbock now shifted
his strategr to propounding the independent invention of cultural forms. To

counter the religious degenerationists, Lubbock had to show that the savage

could progress on his own, could in effect think himseH out of savagery without
help, divine or otherwise. By arguing that the savage shared in a core of common
human traits, that the races developed in parallel from the same primitive begin-
nings and passed through the same stages, Lubbock could claim that Stone Age
man could have progressed to present-day victorian gentleman completely nat-
uralistically. The diffusionist view implied that a primitive race needed outside
intervention to evolve. But if savages could invent various cultural forms inde-
pendently, just as Stone Age man must have, then no such intervention was nec-

essary. Lubbock's view of the savage in 1870 was therefore somewhat different
from his earlier work. Though still portrayed as inferior, the savage was now
basically rational, capable of progress, and shared in a common human nature.

Edward Burnett Tllor took up Lubbock's argument against the diffusionist
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the first secular bank holiday, a day popularly

lanown as "St. Lubbock's Day." In 1871 he became

the first president of the Anthropological Institute

of Great Britain and Ireland. In addition to his

study of prehistoric remains in Britain and on the

Continent, Lubbock also published extensively in

botany and entomologr.

Lubbock served in Parliament for thirty years,

from 1870 to 1900; during the same period he held

such prominent positiors as vice-chancellor of the

University of London and president of the Institute

of Bankers. In 1900 in recognition of his public serv-

ice he was given a peerage and chose his title, Lord

Avebury, to cornmemorate a prehistoric site he had (Library of congress)

studied. His later works were popularizations, books of travel and of uplifting quota-

tions on "The Pleasures of Life," but even his major anthropological works, which were

issued in mrnerous editions into the 1910s, were intended to introduce scienffic

themes to the general public and were widely successful in doing so'

Lubbock remained until his death in 1913 in many ways a typical Victorian:

absolutely secure in his privileged place in the world, wishing to help the worthy

working poor help themselves, and certain of the Englishman's superiority to the

savage races-a notion he saw as clearly connected to the civilizing project of

British imperialism.

view. To make the case for the naturalistic evolution of man, Tpor argued, as

Lubbock had, that savages could progress unassisted and that the development

of culture was not the result simply of diffusion. Tflor's contribution to solving

the problem of anthropogenesis was to classify the phenomena of culture and

arTange them in probable order of evolution. He reconstructed the general

course of human development as progressing through the stages of savagery

barbarism, and civilization. To reconstmct this order, Tlulor introduced the doc-

trine of survivals, by which the anthropologist looked for surviving forms or

relics of the past.

John Mclennan (1827-1881) used aversion of Tllor's doctrine of survivals

to reconstruct the naturalistic evolutionary development of marriage customs.

InPrimiti,ue Marri,age, Mclennan traced human marriage to its origins in prim-

itive promiscuity and polyandry. Rather than having degenerated from some

higher state, marriage had instead evolved from lower forms of association. The

symbols of the present-day Victorian marriage ceremony were relics of what

must have been the realities of the Stone Age past. Once Mclennan recon-

structed the causal developmental sequence of marriage customs, he could
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trace all similar present day symbols to the same primitive realities. Inspired by

Lyell's yielding to Darwinism in 1863 and his subsequent work on TTre Anti.quity
of Man, Mclennan argued for the long stretches of time during which humanity

had evolved. In an article "The Early History of Man," Mcleruran summarized

the tenets and methods of sociocultural evolutionism. These included a belief in
human antiquity and opposition to biblical chronology, an argument for pro-

gressive development and against degenerationism, the comparative method,

and the doctrine of survivals.

None of these three major sociocultural evolutionists interpreted human

history or human progress in terms of racial conflict, as did the social Darwin-

ists. In fact their idea of evolution was not even particularly Darwinian. Darwin

favored connecting similar forms as branches of an evolutionary tree, tracing

their diffusion from common origins. But the sociocultural evolutionists

assumed the separate and independent origin of cultural forms and their
advancement in parallel through time, all to prove that the development of
humanity had occurred unassisted. At its base, such a set of assumptions

reflects polygenism. The invention of human cultural forms occurred many

times in many different places, the result of like minds responding to similar cir-

cumstances, and without dMne help. The sociocultural evolutionists'vision of
the human past was one of regular, continuous, gradual, unidirectional
progress, excluding all divine intervention. It was a vision they shared with
Spencer. Indeed, Lubbock, T$or, and Mclennan firmly endorsed Spencer's view

of the stages of human progress represented by the various savage races of the

world. This evolutionary framework was, as we will see, the paradigm against

which early-twentieth-century cultural anthropologSr, led by Franz Boas, consti-

tuted itself.

In the meantime, however, the evolutionary worldview was entrenched in
the institutions of Victorian anthropolog5r. In 1871, after a decade's worth of
struggle, the two major British anttropological societies, the liberal Darwinist

Ethnological Society and the Anthropological Society oflondon, founded by the
polygenist James Hunt, combined to form the Anthropological Institute of Great

Britain and lreland. Its establishment reflected the growth of anthropolory as a

profession that was no longer the exclusive domain of amateurs like Darwin and

Spencer but now a field for specialists. The Institute's founding demonstrated

that a reconciliation had been made between the two formerly warring societies

on such previously dMsive issues as monogenism and polygenism. Although

many of the former Ethnologicals had strenuously objected to Hunt's polygenism

and the conservative outlook of his society, indeed to the very name "anthropol-

ogr" itself, the joining of the societies signaled that they had come to consensus.

With polygenism explicitly in retreat, though its influence was subtly incorpo-
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rated into the evolutionary worldview, and with the predominance of that world-

view itself, there was now agreement on what the important issues were.
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